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Mission Critical to Availability
The mainframe skills gap is a well-known issue.  
This shortage of knowledgeable people with the right 
skills not only applies to application developers, but also 
to mainframe infrastructure performance and  
capacity professionals.

  Skills Gap Hurts the Business
Even for the smartest new hires to the performance and 
capacity team, it takes many years to understand the 
mainframe and its management the way the current  
experts do. And these experts often use decades old  
reporting tools that require programming skills as well 
as up-to-date z/OS knowledge that new hires simply do 
not have. This makes the increasing retirement rate a 
significant threat to organizations.

With the deep expertise leaving the company, there will 
be more mainframe service level issues that hurt the 
business, and more time spent on firefighting. Mainframe 
performance and capacity management is mission  
critical to application availability, and immediate  
attention is needed to close the gap.

Analytics as a Force Multiplier
Instead of having new people spend years learning how 
to work with the existing and homegrown tools that are 
not optimized for today’s complex mainframe environ-
ments, the most effective way to bridge the skills gap is 
by modernizing with an intelligent IT Operations Analytics 
solution that contains built-in z/OS knowledge.

  Smart Automated Analytics
IntelliMagic Vision is such a solution. It automatically 
analyzes z/OS mainframe data, flags risks, and offers a 
dynamic and interactive reporting interface. This makes 
current analysts more effective, accelerates getting new 
hires up to speed, and enables proactive performance 
and capacity management that protects business appli-
cation availability.

To find out how IntelliMagic solutions can help bridge the skills gap, visit:             www.intellimagic.com/skillsgap

Key challenges:

  Retirements are reducing staffing levels, 
making remaining experts even busier

  It is extremely difficult to recruit new staff 
that already has the required expertise

  Developing new hires into z/OS performance 
and capacity experts takes years

  Existing and homegrown tools are complex 
and time-consuming to use and maintain

81% of IT decision 
makers are concerned 
by the potential skills 
gap within their 
organization’s  
mainframe teams

81%
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